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Can she finally escape?Desperate to flee her past, Cristina Rodriguez plans to start a new life in a

picturesque hilltop home with an ocean view. The same place where, four years earlier, a young girl

was kidnapped and murdered.At first, both the house and the California beach town nearby seem

perfect. Fresh air. Fresh faces. And the ocean is just ten minutes away. But as Cristina and her

daughter set about rebuilding their lives, they soon discover that the past is not ready to let go so

easily.A page-turning psychological thriller from a #1  Bestselling author, Cristina will grab you from

the first page and keep you hooked until the last...What readers are saying:"I was absolutely

spellbound the minute I started this book.""Parent had me sitting on the edge of my seat until the

very end.""I just meant to flip through the first few pages, but I was drawn into the story by the third

page and just could not put it down." "This book was impossible to put down. It is gripping from the

first to the last page. I felt like I knew the characters personally. Great book! I&apos;m

recommending it to everyone I know."
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This is a fun, quick read. Definitely good for the beach this summer as it's fast moving but also very

suspenseful. The characters are well-developed and you're really rooting or Cristina, the title

character! Pick this up for yourself or a friend.

This is a good book that gets exciting toward the very end. I enjoyed the book and would read

others by this author.

This thrilling novel gets every last detail down perfectly, setting the scene for what proves to be an

intricate, gripping read. Cristina and her daughter Anise take you along for the ride and you're

rooting for them the whole way through. From the brutal to the beautiful, Jake Parent's writing

comes alive and you won't want to put this book down from the moment you pick it up. With

sparkling dialogue, rich scenery, and a deep mystery, you'll hold your breath until the last page. Full

of suspense and danger, the best part of this book is its heart. Like Parent's first novel, Only the

Devil Tells the Truth, Cristina has a strong message to keep going, keep moving, and never give up

on yourself or those you love.

A good book always on edge when it comes to children involved in a story line. I read it pretty quick

A great read. Thank you

It is hard not to get sucked into this book. As someone that lives in a beach town, Mr. Parent does a

great job of paining that picture for you. With his unique writing style you will stay drawn to this book

and kept on the edge of your seat the whole time. If you love a good psychological thriller this one is

for you!

Wonderful book, the story gripped me from the first page. You are drawn into the story and the

tension begins to build very subtly. The main characters were very interesting and draw you into the

mystery . Defiantly reccomend!

Kept me guessing from beginning to end. Very well written story. I can't wait to read more from this

author!

Cristina 
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